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Queensland Baptists Administrative Services  - Factsheet 

QB Church Constitutions— 

Why should you have a church constitution? 

Our constitutions are surprisingly important!  A well-written constitution is a 
valuable reference which ought to be on hand to empower leaders, assure 
members, and provide clarity to outside observers.   
Your constitution is critical when there is trouble, but that is not the only time they are 
looked at.  Your constitution ought to provide a powerful statement as to who you are as 
a church and what you stand for.  It ought to demonstrate a commitment to order and ap-
propriateness in process that is the undercurrent of great governance.  For churches, the 
constitution ought to be a spiritual document as well as a legal document; it ought to 
clearly enunciate your spiritual purpose and dedication to following Jesus, but more than 
that – it should demonstrate that you wish to manage things biblically and with Godly dis-
cernment.   

Why have a constitution? 

The most fundamental question we get asked about constitutions for the church is “why 
bother?”  Ideally, a church constitution to be succinct, specific, profound, and well-
grounded. 

There are spiritual and legal reasons why having a constitution is important for a church.  
Curiously those two aspects have some interesting parallels. 

From a spiritual perspective, we want to come up with a document that defines us, that 
establishes why we meet together and do what we do.  We are not a social club, not a 
training institution, not a child care facility – we are a church.  Our fundamental reason for 
gathering is a spiritual one.  Our constitution ought to say that clearly and in some detail.  
Our religious objective not only ought to be stated early on in the constitution but it ought 
to pervade everything else we do.  For example, how our constitution describes the man-
ner in which we handle membership or run meetings ought to demonstrate biblical princi-
ples, not merely cover the legal consequences.  Primarily – we are a church: that should 
be fundamental in our framing of the constitution. 

From a legal perspective, I could sort of repeat the above statement as above but frame it 
in legal language rather than spiritual language.  The legal status of a church is founded 
on what its constitution has to say about this gathering of people.  Over 90% of Queens-
land Baptist churches are unincorporated entities – so al-
low me to deal with them first.  The definition of 
“unincorporated entity” includes the following description: 
“people grouped together by a common purpose with club
-like characteristics”.  What that common purpose is, and 
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which people are able to join it, has to be defined in a document called “the constitution”.  
So without a constitution, the group remains a bunch of individuals who may occasionally 
gather, but without any collective rights.  If anyone has a concern about how an unincor-
porated entity is operating, the principle document a lawyer is going to ask to see is the 
constitution.  Legally speaking – if there is no constitution – there is no church.  

A small number of churches are incorporated in some form or another.  The most com-
mon is that many older churches are incorporated by Letters Patent, just like Queensland 
Baptists itself.  For such entities, there are no legal requirements for their constitution, so 
the above statement applies for these churches as well.  For the few remaining churches 
incorporated under the Associations Act (Queensland) or the Corporations Act 
(Federally), there are further legal compliance issues for your constitution, and you may 
need to consult the relevant act for further information. 

So the spiritual and legal reasons for having this document are closely in parallel: it de-
fines who we are together.  The constitution therefore has both legal and spiritual aspects 
to it.  To start to illustrate this duplicity (and we will elaborate on this further later in the 
series), stating that the purpose of an unincorporated entity is “religious”, has significant 
legal implications.  Despite changes in recent times, religious groups are still given vari-
ous rights and privileges in Australian law that are not extended to other unincorporated 
associations. 

So – having a constitution is not only important, but it is fundamental.   

For more information about QB Church Constitutions, please see our other fact sheets: 

• QB Church Constitutions— Who is interested in your church constitution? 

• QB Church Constitutions— The essential elements 

• QB Church Constitutions— Constitution self-audit 

Of course, if you have any questions or need further help, please do not hes-
itate to contact us in the office: 

 

Queensland Baptists 

Administrative Services 

dapa@qb.org.au 

07 3354 5648 
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